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ABSTRACT

Although the performance of a system is determined by the characteristics of
the load being processed� much more care is usually devoted to the construction of
a detailed system model than to an accurate denition of the workload model� A
precise description of actual workloads is obtained with multiclass workload models�
Major di�culties on their implementation are related to the identication of the
classes and to the reproduction of the dynamic behavior of the load� Small relative
errors in estimating the average resource demands of a class lead to larger errors in
the performance indices of that class� The proposed multi�step methodology allows
the construction of multiclass workload models which preserve� when used as system
model parameters� both the static and dynamic characteristics of the original load�

� Introduction

A critical problem in the performance evaluation of multiprogrammed systems is the devel�

opment of accurate models of their workload� Actual workloads consist of several types �e�g��

transaction� batch� and time�sharing� with widely varying resource demands� not only between

di�erent types but also within each type�

As a consequence� single class workload models� i�e�� models where all the components �e�g��

jobs� tasks� interactive commands� are assumed to be statistically identical� have a very limited

representativeness� The corresponding system models provide only a single estimate of each

performance index which represents the average taken over all the workload components� This

approach has its major drawback in providing statistics only at the level of the global workload�

More representative models� i�e�� multiclass workload models� are usually obtained by de�

scribing the load by a few classes of components which allow performance statistics on a per

class basis� The accurate parameterization of the classes and the reproduction of the dynamic
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characteristics of the load are critical tasks�

The number of classes and their parameters are in�uenced by several factors �e�g�� classi�

cation algorithm� and types of parameters used to describe the components�� Also� the non�

monotonicity of performance indices in multiclass environments makes the errors in the average

parameters of the classes and the induced errors in the performance indices no longer propor�

tional to each other �GD��� TS��� TD���� Furthermore� in order to make the workload and

system models tractable both with respect to time and space requirements� a small set of classes

must be used� Hence� there is trade�o� between the precision of the model� which is directly

related to the number of classes� and the classes identied�

Accurate multiclass workload models must also be able to reproduce the dynamic behavior of

the system� The mixes� that is� the various workload components of each class� e�g�� interactive

command types� that are simultaneously into the system at the di�erent instants of time� are

to be considered� Indeed� the identication of the mixes is a crucial problem in that they

determine the bottleneck�s of a system which in turn are responsible for its performance�

In the sequel� the terms �workload component� and �interactive command� will be used inter�

changeably�

The approaches commonly followed for the construction of workload models �see e�g��

�AMB��� Sera��� FSZ�	� HL���� do not take into account some of the aspects above described�

The classes are identied by applying statistical techniques to all the workload components ex�

ecuted in the observation interval and regarded as if no temporal relationships existed among

them� Hence� the domain of applicability of these results is mainly limited to studies which

only require a static characterization of the workload� Indeed� any correspondence between the

classes identied and the mixes of components is lost�

In this paper we describe an integrated modeling approach for the construction of accurate

multiclass workload models� The workload analyzed in our multi�step methodology consists of

the set of the commands submitted by all the users of an interactive system in the observation

interval T� The parameters describing each command are
 type� arrival and departure times

from the system� user identier and resource demands�

An initial functional characterization of the workload components on a per user basis allows us

to take into account the dynamic aspects of the load and to easily identify and reproduce the

mixes� Groups of commands with homogeneous characteristics are then obtained for each user

and the description of his behavior is also provided� Through the application of well�known ag�
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gregation�disaggregation techniques in the framework of workload models� performance indices

on a per command basis are easily computed�

The multiclass model obtained is not a�ected by the uncertainties related to the classi�

cation algorithm and to the types of parameter used to describe workload components� It is

also independent of the technique adopted to characterize the dynamic properties of the load

because the components are analyzed on a per user basis� The input load of the corresponding

system model is described at the user level and the performance indices are provided at this

level as well as for each individual command�

This paper is organized as follows� In Sections � and 	 the procedure for obtaining the

representative commands of each user of an interactive system and for modelling the user

behavior through probabilistic graphs are described� The identication of the composite classes�

one for each user� of the workload model �aggregation process� and the disaggregation of the

performance indices produced by the system model for single commands or groups of commands

are presented in Section �� An application example of the proposed methodology is given in

Section �� Finally� Section � concludes the paper with some future research directions in this

area�

� The Modeling Approach

The main steps of our methodology are �see Figure ��


step � � subdivision of the global workload G of commands submitted by all the users into several

sequences Gi �i � �� �� ����� on a per�user basis� Gi contains the commands submitted by

user i�

step � � identi�cation� in each Gi� of groups of commands with similar characteristics and selection

of a few representative commands corresponding to the centroids of the groups�

step 	 � description of the behavior of each user i through a graph�based technique able to repro�

duce the dynamic aspects of the load� i�e�� the sequence of command executions�

step � � aggregation of all the commands or groups of commands of each user graph into a single

composite class� construction of the multiclass workload model and de�nition of the

system model parameters�

	



step � � solution of the systemmodel and disaggregation of the global performance indices obtained

for each user for deriving the per�command ones�

Figure �
 Main steps of the proposed methodology�

The operations performed in step � represent the basis of our methodology� The initial func�

tional characterization of the workload based on users allows us to represent into the model

both the static and dynamic properties of the load itself� Indeed� in any interactive system

with N users� a mix is represented as the set of the N commands� one per user� which are in

the central subsystem or in the think state at the terminal station� in a particular instant of

time�

Hence� this initial functional characterization yields the subdivision of the global workload G

into several sequences Gi� �i � �� �� ���� N�� one per user� Each Gi consists of the commands

submitted by user i� ordered according to their arrival time at the system�
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Statistical techniques are then applied in step � to the commands of user i in order to

identify groups of components with homogeneous characteristics� Indeed� a typical workload

consists of many commands described by a large number of parameters� Hence� it is necessary

to derive a compact and manageable model�

It is important to notice that the commands of the same user can be grouped in di�erent

ways� For example� from a classication based on hardware resource demands� such as CPU

time consumed and number of I�O�s to disks� the groups are characterized by di�erent resource

requirements� When the classication is based on functional parameters� such as command

type� we obtain groups of commands performing the same functions� Depending upon the

objective of the study� one type of parameter is more suitable than another� In predictive studies

�e�g�� capacity planning and procurement� function�oriented variables are used� Hardware and

software parameters are typical of workload models constructed for tuning and design purposes�

Another source of variability of the characteristics of the groups is related to the intrinsic

properties of the statistical techniques adopted� e�g�� clustering algorithms� Di�erent algorithms

yield di�erent partitions in the data because of the metrics implemented and their di�erent

behavior with respect to the outliers� The same applies to the various scaling techniques used

in order to make the data comparable� As we will see in Section �� our methodology overcomes

these problems and leads to a stable modelling approach�

� User Behavior Characterization

Until now� we have ignored any temporal relationship among the commands within either a

single user sequence or between di�erent user sequences� The identication of the representative

commands �step �� is a fundamental step in order to characterize the time�varying user behavior

�step 	� and to provide for each user the values of the performance indices at the command

level �step ��� These objectives are met by identifying the stochastic process that approximates

each Gi� The behavior of each user is described by the so called user behavior graph �ubg�

introduced in �Ferr��� and applied in �CF��� CMT����

From Gi� we derive another sequence in which the commands� listed in chronological order

according to their arrival time at the system� are replaced by the identiers of the group they

belong to� This sequence is modeled as a Markov chain whose state is represented by the

command which currently enters into the system� Hence� the nite state�space of this process
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is Ei � ��� ���� ci�� i�e�� the set of the ci command groups for user i� A method of statistical

inference based on the �� test of goodness of t is used to test the order of the Markov chain

and the nature �i�e�� homogeneity� of the transitions between states �AG��� Hari�	�� Note that

the �� test works particularly well in this type of analysis because� as already pointed out� the

sample sizes are usually quite large�

When the commands of a sequence Gi are grouped together on the basis of a predened

criterion and a rst order Markov chain is assumed� the ubgs are employed for modelling the

dynamic behavior of the users�

Indeed� probabilistic graphs lead to a synthetic representation that is natural� easy to under�

stand� and can be immediately applied as input to system models� As already mentioned�

depending on the criterion adopted to group the commands and on the objective of the study�

the resulting graphs can be closer to the applications performed by the user or to the resources

consumed by his commands�

As we will see� the modelling approach adopted in our methodology is stable in that the type

of characterization adopted does not a�ect the parameter values of the classes that will be used

as input for the system model�

� The Multiclass Model

The application of the rst three steps of our methodology yields the construction of workload

models which include both the static and dynamic properties of the load itself� We then

use such a workload model for dening the parameters of a system model represented by a

closed product�form queueing network �BCMP��� with N users� The application of standard

aggregation techniques �Sect� ���� to the commands of user i �i � �� �� ���� N�� subdivided into

ci groups �i�e�� classes�� leads to the denition of a single �composite class�� Hence� in the

system model with N users there are N composite classes� one for each user� The performance

indices� provided for the global workload as well as on a per user basis� can also be derived on a

per command group basis �Sect� ����� The parameters of the composite classes are not a�ected

by the classication process adopted and by the number and the characteristics of the classes

identied� Furthermore� the aggregation process makes di�erent behavior graphs obtained for

a user equivalent from the modeling viewpoint� However� as we will clarify later� this does not

mean that workload models based on ubgs are no longer necessary� Indeed� they are needed
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when the performance indices on a per command group basis are required�

Note that the aggregation and disaggregation techniques are well�known methods �see e�g��

�BB���� �Lave�	��� Up to now they have mainly been applied as means of reducing the complex�

ity of the queueing network system models� Their application in the framework of workload

models has never been emphasized� Our contribution is aimed at embedding these techniques

in an integrated methodology able to solve the problems related to the construction of accurate

multiclass workload models�

The aggregation and disaggregation methods will be brie�y surveyed in the next two sections�

��� Aggregation Process

A command� issued by a terminal station� cycles through the service centers of the system

until it returns to the terminal station� Let K denote the global number of service centers in

the system excluding the terminal station� Each command j in the sequence Gi �consisting

of Ni commands� is characterized by its requirements to the various service centers of the

system� Let Djl�i denote the global demand of the command j of user i to the service center l

�l � �� �� ���� K�� �j � �� �� ���� Ni�� �i � �� �� ����N��

Several ubgs can be associated to the same user� Let us consider� for example� the ubg k of

user i consisting of cki command groups� We rst compute the average demand Dml �ki of the

m�th command group and the transition probability matrix Pki � �prs�ki� �r�s � �� �� ���� cki�

associated to the ubg k� respectively �see e�g� �Ferr����� prs�ki is the probability that user i

issues a command of group s after a command of group r� The ubg k can be modeled by a

discrete time Markov chain characterized by the matrix Pki� The steady�state solution of such

a chain yields the frequency of execution �m�ki
� of m�th command group� that is� we have a

set of positive values given by


�m�ki �
ckiX

r��

prm�ki�r�ki m � �� ���� cki�
ckiX

m��

�m�ki � ��

By using the �m�ki� it is possible to aggregate all the cki command groups of ubg k for user i

into a composite command� i�e�� into a composite class� whose global demand at service center

l is given by


�Note that the �m �ki�s can also be interpreted as the relative throughputs of the m�th command group in the
ubg k� Hence� their values can be estimated on real systems and the composite class directly computed from Gi

without applying steps � and 
� However� the possible use of the workload models suggests not only an initial
functional characterization of the load based on users but also the need of having ubg models obtained after the
classi�cation process�
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Dl�ki �
Pcki

r�� �r�kiD rl�ki� ���

Note that all the possible ubgs lead to the same composite class� that is� Dl�ki � Dl�i� �k�

In such a way� the solution of the queueing network model� characterized by N distinct classes�

one for each user� without class changes� and by a multiprogramming level equal to N� is

obtained with reduced computation time and space requirement�

��� Disaggregation Process

The performance indices obtained by solving the queueing network model with N composite

classes are on a per user basis� Many performance studies require more detailed results� i�e��

on a per command group basis� Such results can be derived by �disaggregating� �step �� the

performance indices obtained with the N composite classes�

Let Xi be the throughput for user i� the throughput of m�th command group �m � �� ��

���� cki� for the ubg k is given by


Xm�ki � �m�kiXi

Furthermore� after having computed the average queue length at service center l� Ql�i for

user i� the average number of commands Nm�ki of the m�th group which are in the system can

be computed as


Nm�ki �
KX

l��

�m�kiDml�ki

Dl �i

Ql�i

and then� by applying Little�s formula� we have the average response time for them�th command

group of user i�

Note that the aggregation�disaggregation process can be applied at any level of detail� For

example� since the characterizing parameters of the composite class can be directly computed

from Gi skipping both steps � and 	� it is possible to disaggregate on the basis of the single

commands of Gi� This is usually not advisable for many reasons� Redundant� and hence

useless� information would be obtained and such workload models would not be suitable for

making any prediction� In general� steps � and 	 are required in order for the workload model

to be manageable and practically usable in various performance studies�
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� Application Example

In this section an application of our methodology on real workloads is described and a com�

parison of our approach with the approaches commonly adopted is presented�

The analyzed workload has been measured on an interactive system running in a scientic en�

vironment under the Unix operating system� The data collected are the commands submitted

by �� users during an observation interval of about � hours� The characterizing parameters

of each command are
 type� beginning time� CPU time consumed �expressed in seconds� and

number of disk I�O blocks transferred�

From the global workload G� �� sequences Gi� one for each user� have been derived �step ��

and the classication process has been applied to each of them �step ��� As previously men�

tioned� di�erent types of characterization can be chosen� If we adopt a functional criterion�

the command groups are obtained by partitioning the commands according to their types� On

the other hand� a resource oriented approach is more complex because it implies the use of

classication algorithms�

The tool used in step �� i�e�� the Workload Analyzer tool �HP��� Pool���� employes a clustering

algorithm which produces a number of partitions ranging from � up to a maximum predened

value� The identication of the best partition is based on some indices related to the intra� and

inter�partition variances of the parameters used� Note that the criteria adopted by the classi�

cation algorithms do not yield a unique �best� partition because of the complexity related to

the clustering process which has to recognize the di�erences existing among commands with

similar parameter values� Hence� a few �sub�optimal� partitions are identied and the selection

of the best one according to the objective of the study has to be performed�

For the sake of simplicity� we will present the results of the classication process for one of the

�� users� namely� user �� The functional characterization applied to the sequence G� �consisting

of ��� commands� yields �� groups which correspond to the �� di�erent command types sub�

mitted by the user� On the other hand� if the clustering algorithm� based on a resource oriented

characterization� is applied to the ��� commands of G�� then it produces three �sub�optimal�

partitions k � �� �� 	� namely� into c�� � �� c�� � � and c�� � � groups� respectively� As an

example� the parameter values corresponding to the centroids of each of the groups of these

resource�oriented partitions are presented in Table ��
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Partition Group Number of CPU Time �s� Number of I�Os �m�k�

k m components DmCPU �ki

� � ��� ���	 ����� ���	�
� �� ���� ������ �����

� � ��� ���� ����� �����
� �� ���	 ������ �����
	 �� ����� 	���	 ���		
� � ������ 	���� ���	�

	 � �� ����� ���� �����
� �� ��	� ����� �����
	 	� ���� 		�� �����
� � ������ 	���� ���	�
� �� ������ ���� �����
� �� �� ���� �����

Table �
 Characterizing parameters and relative frequencies of the various groups constituting
the three resource oriented sub�optimal partitions identied for user ��

The stochastic properties of each sequence Gi have also been investigated� Several se�

quences� corresponding to the various partitions� have been derived where each command has

been replaced by the identier of the group it belongs to� The order and the nature of the tran�

sitions of the Markov chain have been tested for each sequence with a � level of signicance

for the �� tests� The results have shown that a rst�order model characterized by homogeneous

transitions is an appropriate representation for all these sequences�

These conclusions� together with the results of the test applied for verifying the non�randomness

of the sequences� support a model based on the ubgs to describe the dynamic properties of the

workload �step 	��

Figure � shows the user behavior graphs for the partitions k � � and k � � �see Table �� of the

commands of user � in c�� � � and c�� � � groups� respectively� Each node of the graphs rep�

resents one of the command groups identied by the clustering algorithm� mck� is the identier

of the m�th command group in the partition into ck� groups� The characterizing parameters

and the steady�state probabilities �m�k� of each node mck� are also reported in Table �� Note

that DmI�O�ki is obtained by multiplying the number of I�O operations by the disk service

time� that is� 	� ms�

As can be seen� the two graphs are very di�erent both with respect to the resources con�
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Figure �
 User behavior graphs consisting of � nodes �a� and � nodes �b� corresponding to two
possible partitions �into � and � groups� for user ��

sumed and with respect to their transition probabilities� However� these graphs and all the

graphs that can be constructed for the same user are equivalent from the system modeling

viewpoint �step ��� Indeed� the same composite class� characterized by DCPU �� � ��� seconds

and DI�O�� � ���� seconds �see Eq� ���� is derived for all the possible ubgs of user ��

After the application of this process to all users� the input parameters for the system model

are available� We adopt a �central server� queueing network model consisting of a terminal

station� a CPU and an I�O device� The multiprogramming level is equal to the number of

users� that is� �� and the average think time at the terminal station is �� seconds�

By solving the analytic model with �� composite classes we obtain the global response time R

and the corresponding values Ri for each user� For example� R and R� are equal to ����� and

����� seconds� respectively�

The disaggregation process �step �� can be applied to all the ubgs of the various users and

yields� for each of them� the performance indices on a per command group basis� Table �

presents the response times for each node of the two ubgs of Fig� ��

When we need to derive performance indices on a per command type basis� we can apply the

disaggregation process to the functional ubgs� As already mentioned� the functional ubg for

user � consists of �� nodes which correspond to the �� di�erent command types submitted by

the user himself� For example� the disaggregation technique applied to such a graph provides a

response time of the command ls which lists the contents of a directory equal to �	��� seconds�

The value for the same command type is 	���� seconds for user ���

The drawbacks of the approaches commonly adopted for the construction of multiclass
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Partition Group Response Time
k m �s�

� � ������
� �������

� � 	��	�	�
� ������
	 ����	��
� �������

Table �
 Response times obtained by disaggregating the performance indices for the partitions
in � and � groups�

workload models can now be outlined� The classication process is usually applied to the

global workload G considered as a whole without any initial functional subdivision of the com�

mands based on users� In this case� the mixes are impossible to reproduce because there is no

correspondence between the classes identied and the commands that are simultaneously into

the system� Furthermore� commands submitted by di�erent users can belong to the same class

and vice versa�

Based on this approach� the number of classes obtained with a functional characterization of

G is �	� i�e�� �	 di�erent command types have been submitted by the �� users� This means

that the corresponding system model with �	 classes would not be manageable and tractable�

Hence� it is necessary to adopt a resource�oriented characterization� The clustering algorithm

applied to G provides four sub�optimal partitions� with� 	� �� � and � groups �classes�� respec�

tively� The same system model was then solved with each of these four workloads as input and

the remaining parameters unchanged�

Number of classes Global Response Time
�s�

	 �	���
� �	���
� �����
� �����

Table 	
 Global response times obtained with four workloads�
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Table 	 shows the global response times in the models with 	� �� � and � classes� respec�

tively� As can be seen� the values are very di�erent either between each other and with respect

to the exact value �R � ����� s�� The minimum relative error is less than � � However� the

maximum relative error� obtained with � classes� is about �� � This is mainly due to the

poor representation of some of the classes� Indeed� crucial problems� which are automatically

solved by our methodology� are related to the choice of the multiprogramming level and to the

representation of the outliers� Hence� the classes with fewer components cannot be explicitly

represented in the model since the multiprogramming level is xed� This is typically the case of

outliers� Therefore� the performance indices are a�ected by large errors� as in the models with

� and � classes� respectively� and the problems related to the uncertainties of the classication

process are not overcome�

On the other hand� if we adopt another common approach consisting of grouping all the com�

mand together so as to obtain a single class model� the results are also poor� The average

response time is ����� seconds with a relative error of about �� �

� Conclusions

The construction of workload models is usually a neglected problem because of the di�culties

related to the large amount of data to be measured and to their accurate and correct inter�

pretation� The multiclass workload models obtained with our methodology together with the

application of well�known aggregation�disaggregation techniques� in the framework of work�

load characterization� allow us to implement accurate models which provide the values of the

performance indices for the global workload as well as on a per user and per command basis�

Future research will be devoted to parallel and distributed systems� The parameters typical of

the parallel and distributed applications �e�g�� average number of processor used� concurrency�

will be integrated as a part of this methodology�
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